InVest: 41 – See & Be A Crystal Clear Cube of Christ Light
In the first six months of 2010, we invested in the first six of our twelve Christ powers:
faith, strength, love, wisdom, will and power. These six faculties are three pairs of
complementary, active-passive polarities. In the Star of David, they comprise the three apices of
a downward-pointing triangle that represents the overshadowing and descent of the light body.
Imagination (+) & Understanding (-)

Faith (+) & Strength (-)

Order (+) & Zeal (-)

Love (+) & Wisdom (-)

Regeneration (+) & Elimination (-)

Will (+) & Power (-)
In the seventh month of July, we shift our focus to the seventh power of imagination that
expresses in and through the third-eye chakra and the thalamus in the center of the head, just
below the cerebrum. Our psychic senses or Elementary
Spirit Powers (ESP) function via our third or all-seeing eye.
Via this window or mirror, we receive new I Am images
that we anchor in, and radiate from, our thalamus. We also
transmit Christ images to others for their transmutation.
In the Star of David, imagination is at the tip of the
upward-pointing triangle or pyramid that represents the
upliftment of the four lower bodies. This is because
Thalamus
imagination is the doorway between the third and fourth
dimensions, where our light body transfuses its cosmic
energy into our four lower bodies. Via our visions, dreams and clairsentience (clear-knowing or
intuition), we receive input from our high Self, which comes in images, symbols, metaphors and
spontaneous insights (“aha” experiences). Via our eighth faculty of understanding that correlates

with our five physical senses and the analytical aspects of our conscious mind (which we focus
on during August), we carefully scrutinize, compute and logically deduce what the new images
and ideas mean, and how we are to apply them in healing ourselves and others.
Imagination functions primarily on the positive, active, masculine polarity, whereas
understanding operates mostly on the passive, receptive, feminine polarity. Jesus’ disciple
Nathanael Bartholomew portrayed the power of imagination, whereas Thomas enacted the power
of understanding and illumination. The corresponding color for imagination is crystal clear,
whereas cream yellow to pale orange reflects understanding.

CRYSTAL CLEAR CUBE OF CHRIST LIGHT
The Star of David portrays the goal and completion of our yearlong investment in our I
Am Self and the I Am Nation. At the seventh step of imagination, we are a little more than
halfway there. At this point, a fusion takes place between the descending fourth dimensional
light body and the ascending third dimensional four lower bodies. This merging and
crystallization occurs principally at the third eye (the go-between or passageway between the two
levels), and produces a crystal clear Christ cube that anchors foursquare into our consciousness.
This cube initially forms between the base of the capstone of the descending pyramid and the
base of the capstone of the ascending pyramid. In two dimensions, the cube appears as a square.

Light Body descending

Square/cube of
crystal clear light

3rd Eye Chakra

4 lower bodies ascending

This process comes under the guidance of the Fourth Ray of Crystallization and
Decrystallization, whose Chohan is Serapis Bey (who incarnated as the Greek philosopher
Pythagoras from about 600 to 500 BC), and whose archangel is Lord Gabriel. The color of both
the Fourth Ray and the power of imagination is crystal clear.
Visualization: Center yourself in your I Am Self, and link with Serapis Bey and Lord
Gabriel. See yourself within an upward pointing pyramid of light, whose top tip is about 2 feet
above your head. Picture a second, downward pointing pyramid whose bottom tip comes down
to your solar plexus. Where the two pyramids meet, feel a fusion and crystallization of light that
forms a crystal clear, diamond-like cube of light that is about two feet wide, deep and high. Be at
the center point of this cosmic diamond that encases your third eye, thalamus and head.
Contemplate Serapis Bey’s message of February 27, 1963 via Nada-Yolanda: “Four is
the numeral that will key you in to the completion of this unity of purpose, four being a
mathematically perfect number for this type of understanding, four being the numeral in any
field of science, philosophy or musical application—which in itself is the science of the
spheres—to be equal; equal because it is a multiple, and still a multiple that is equal to an equal
multiple. Do you understand? Two plus two equals the numeral four. But it is an equal two, or a
unit equaling another two or unit, that equals the satisfactory squaring of the root of our
discussion. The four is the symbol for this phase or step of understanding and means that within,
you must become a squaring of your own force fields that pull you into the negative environment
which is the Earth plane, and into the positive environment which is the step beyond the physical
environment. It is then the doorway of physical to spiritual.”
Ask Spirit and the agents of Spirit, in conjunction with your I Am Self, to give you a new
I Am healing image. When it appears on your third-eye screen, begin to anchor, crystallize and
manifest it for your transformation. The image may come as a new idea, inspiration or inner
knowing. Other times, you may psychically see a scene, symbol or color in your mind’s eye.
Perhaps you receive nothing consciously at this time, but have a vivid dream at night, wake up
the next morning with new guidance, or have a new flow through of ideas the next day or later.
Before acting on the new image/idea/inspiration, take ample time to analyze all of its
facets, as in peering at all the facets of a diamond. Compare the current input with past guidance,
dreams and visions. Realize that this latest receiving probably is only another piece in a whole
puzzle. Thus, along with your power of imagination, utilize your power of understanding to
piece things together and make sense of them, until they become crystal clear in your mind.
Serapis Bey also conveyed the following via Nada-Yolanda in his message of February
27, 1963: “I have used the words crystal and crystallization because I want you to be aware that
the symbol of this activity is the crystallization or the crystal-pure clearness of intuition
[imagination] and understanding. It represents the negative and positive balance so complete that
there is no color to it, white or black or any of the shades that would be in between. This is the
meaning of the crystallization and the crystal clearness of this activity within yourself.
“What is crystal clear to you? That which is utterly balanced in your mind and has not a
force pulling one way without equal strength pulling the other. It means absolute balance. This is

necessary in bringing forth those crystallized ideas in other metaphysical forms into that which is
known to you as the third dimensional frequency. I keep emphasizing this because I wish to
allow those who work in this way to realize they must go into the crystallized areas of other
dimensions and clearly, purely bring them forth. . . . What is clear to you in your mental realm is
that which has been analyzed most perfectly and has its utmost balance. It is that which you have
taken, the plus and the minus factors, and have brought forth into your conscious mind as being
fully purified in an analytical fashion.”
Expand your visualization: See the two foot cube
12 feet
growing to four feet, eight feet, and finally twelve feet. Be in the
center of it, with your core focus at the third, all-seeing, cosmic
eye. Note how solid, balanced, grounded, well-founded and
6 feet
secure you feel within the cube. Let your thoughts, feelings,
memories and physical body relax, settle down and equilibrate.
Be still and crystal clear. Know God and your I Am or God Self.
The top face or facet of the cube is about six feet above
your thalamus; via the 144 square feet of this square window,
peer into the etheric and celestial planes. The bottom square face
is about six feet below your thalamus, a foot or two underground; through it, commune with the
devic elemental forces. Via the other four facets or windows, look into the future before you, the
past behind you, the subconscious to your left, and the conscious to your right; and to all of the
144,000 elect to the north, south, east and west of you, worldwide. Whatever Spirit guides you to
focus upon within yourself, receive a new healing, transformative image for it. Do the same for
any other child of God whose image comes into your crystal clear vision. What you see, will be.

